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The AI disruption: 
Reaching task-specific human performance



“machines behaving in ways 
that would be called intelligent 
if a human were so behaving”
John McCarthy, 1955



European Patent Office

Why now?



§New learning algorithms

Why now? 



AIinput prediction



Machine learning: a paradigm shift
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Millions (or billions) of parameters….
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Input Prediction

Neural network model



Neural network model

Cat?



Neural network model
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§New learning algorithms à Deep learning

§More computing power

Why now? 



More CPU



§New learning algorithms à Deep learning

§More computing power à GPU, TPUs…

§Availability of vast amounts of 
(training) data

Why now? 



More data



European Patent Office

Applications 



Human level lesion classification

Esteva et al. 2017 “Dermatologist-level classification of skin cancer with deep neural networks” Nature 542, 115-118



Scene understanding and planning

Source: Sacha Arnoud (Waymo) MIT https://selfdrivingcars.mit.edu



Translating images into text (and speech)

Source: https://code.facebook.com/posts/457605107772545/



(Gatys et al. 2015)





“All you’re seeing now — all these feats of AI 
like self-driving cars, interpreting medical 
images, beating the world champion at Go 
and so on — these are very narrow 
intelligences, and they’re really trained 
for a particular purpose. They’re situations 
where we can collect a lot of data.”
Yann LeCun, 2017



“If a typical person can do a mental 
task with less than one second of 
thought, we can probably automate it 
using AI either now or in the near 
future.”

Andrew Ng, 2015



The need for AI protection: global impact

Source: McKinsey Global Institute – Application and value of Deep learning (April 2018)
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AI: How to protect?



European Patent Office

AI: How to protect?



AI 

§ Computer program

§ Training corpus / data

§ Neural network topology

§ Machine learning process

§ Hardware

§ AI applications

§ Inference models



Directive 2009/24/EC



Copyrights?



European Patent Office

Only the expression of a computer program is protected 

Ideas and principles (including the algorithms) which 
underlie any element of a program are not protected by 
copyright under this Directive (Art. 1(2)).



Copyrights?

✗
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AI 

§ Computer program à Expression only

§ Training corpus / data

§ Neural network topology

§ Machine learning process

§ Hardware

§ AI applications

§ Inference models



How to protect?
§Copyright? 
à Does not protect functionalities / algorithms

§Trade secrets? 



Directive (EU) 2016/943



European Patent Office

“Four Elements” of a trade secret: 

(1) Information (Art. 2 (1)) 
(2) Secrecy (Art. 2 (1)(a))
(3) Commercial value due to secrecy (Art. 2 (1)(b)) 
(4) Measures to keep it secret (Art. 2 (1)(c)) 



European Patent Office

AI 

§ Computer program

§ Training corpus / data

§ Neural network topology

§ Machine learning process

§ Hardware

§ AI applications

§ Inference models



Reverse engineering

§ Recital 16:
− In the interest of innovation and to foster competition, the provisions of 

this Directive should not create any exclusive right to know-how or 
information protected as trade secrets. 

− Thus, the independent discovery of the same know-how or information 
should remain possible. 

− Reverse engineering of a lawfully acquired product should be 
considered as a lawful means of acquiring information



European Patent Office

Lawful acquisition, use and disclosure of trade secrets

Article 3(1)(b):

observation, study, disassembly or testing of a 
product or object that has been made available to the 
public or that is lawfully in the possession of the acquirer 
of the information who is free from any legally valid duty 
to limit the acquisition of the trade secret;



European Patent Office

AI 

§ Computer program

§ Training corpus / data à Depends on the data

§ Neural network topology à Reverse engineering

§ Machine learning process à Reverse engineering

§ Hardware

§ AI applications

§ Inference models



How to protect?
§Copyright? 
à Does not protect functionalities / algorithms

§Trade secrets?
à Do not protect against reverse engineering



Patents?
àProtect technical inventions

−They give owners the right to prevent third parties 
from making, using or exploiting an invention 
without authorisation.

−They are valid for up to 20 years.



The conditions of patentability

Patents are granted for inventions in all fields of technology

To be patentable, inventions must:
§ be new (art. 54 EPC)
§ involve an inventive step (art. 56 EPC) 
§ be industrially applicable (art. 57 EPC)
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AI 

§ Computer program

§ Training corpus / data

§ Neural network topology

§ Machine learning process

§ Hardware

§ AI applications

§ Inference models



W0 9314461: Neural processor apparatus



EP2591443

Method for assisting vehicle
guidance over terrain



EP2801000

§ Method for controlling a turbine using a recurrent neural network



EP2887055

§ Method and apparatus for speech recognition using neural networks 
with speaker adaptation



WO 2016145516 (A1)

§ System and method for training a deep neural network
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AI 

§ Computer program

§ Training corpus / data

§ Neural network topology

§ Machine learning process

§ Hardware

§ AI applications

§ Inference models ?...
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European Patent Office

Source: Sacha Arnoud (Waymo) MIT https://selfdrivingcars.mit.edu



Protecting deep learning models

§ ML models are the results of significant investments.

§ They are the operative element of the AI pipeline 

à How to protect such entities ?



European Patent Office

Trade secrets?



European Patent Office

Billions of parameters!...



Reverse engineering the ML model… with ML

« With the proposed black-box attack approach, an adversary can use deep 
learning to reliably infer the necessary information by using labels 
previously obtained from the classifier under attack, and build a 
functionally equivalent machine learning classifier without knowing the 
type, structure or underlying parameters of the original classifier.» 

Shi, Sagduyu & Grushin, How to steal a machine learning classifier with deep 
learning, IEEE, 2017)

à Relying on trade secrecy only may be risky!...



European Patent Office

Patents?



Claiming  Deep learning models?

w1,1=0.10201, w1,2=0.00783, 
w1;3=0.23998, w1,4=0.55410, 
w1,5=0.00341, w1,6=0.10201, 
w1,7=0.00681, w1;8=0.13389, 
w1,9=0.65453, w1,10=0.01981, 
w1,11=0.00341, w1,12=0.1021, 
w1,13=0.04681, w1;14=0.93110, 
w1,15=0.7853, w1,16=0.02901, …
...
...
...
w1,9901=0.07421, w1,9902=0.40201, …...
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Databases?



CHAPTER III
SUI GENERIS RIGHT

Article 7
Object of protection
1. Member States shall provide for a right for the maker of a database which 
shows that there has been qualitatively and/or quantitatively a substantial 
investment in either the obtaining, verification or presentation of the 
contents to prevent extraction and/or re-utilization of the whole or of a 
substantial part, evaluated qualitatively and/or quantitatively, of the contents 
of that database.

Sui generis database?



The European Court of Justice ruled that database 
contents, which evidence a substantial investment 
in the creation of data rather than in its obtainment, 
are excluded from protection 

§ British Horseracing Board Ltd and Others v. William Hill Organization Ltd, ECJ case 

C-203/02, 9 Nov. 2004 (from England); 

§ Fixtures Marketing Ltd v. Oy Veikkaus Ab, ECJ case C-45/02 (from Finland); 

§ Fixtures Marketing Ltd v. Organ- ismos prognostikon agonon podosfairou AE, ECJ 

case C-444/02 (from Greece); 

§ Fixtures Marketing Ltd. v. Svenska Spel AB, ECJ case C-338/02 (from Sweden). 

Sui generis database?



§ Investment in a database must refer to the finding and 
collecting of existing data. 

§ It cannot refer solely to data creation. 

§ Training process of AI (inference) model consists in 
defining (i.e. “creating”, through the process of machine 
learning) the values of the parameters that constitute the 
model…

Sui generis database?



Sui generis database à Training data?

Training set

✓



European Patent Office

AI 

§ Computer program

§ Training corpus / data

§ Neural network topology

§ Machine learning process

§ Hardware

§ AI applications

§ Inference models à Patents? Trade Secrets? Database



European Patent Office

AI 

§ Computer program à Copyright (source code)

§ Training corpus / data à Sui generis DB, Trade secret…

§ Neural network topology à Patents, Trade secret…

§ Machine learning process à Patents, Trade secret…

§ Hardware à Patents

§ AI applications à Patents

§ Inference models à Patents? Trade Secrets? Database



Article 64(2) EPC

“If the subject-matter of the European patent is a process, 
the protection conferred by the patent shall extend to the products 
directly obtained by such process.”

If the training process is patentable
à The parameters are the direct product of the training
à As such they are protected under Art. 64(2) EPC

However:
Modifying (ever slightly) the weights ends the protection…
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AI 

§ Computer program à Copyright (source code)

§ Training corpus / data à Sui generis DB, Trade secret…

§ Neural network topology à Patents, Trade secret…

§ Machine learning process à Patents, Trade secret…

§ Hardware à Patents

§ AI applications à Patents

§ Inference models à Patents? Trade Secrets? Database

Ar
t. 

64
(2

) E
PC



72

The protection of deep learning
à Multiple (sub-)compontents
à Requires a combination of IPRs

Open questions:
à Training corpus…
à Inference model…


